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509
SuperCaulk™

Premium Caulk
509 SuperCaulk™ is a premium caulking suitable for a variety of applications in residential
or commercial construction where an easily applied, long lasting caulking is desired. 509
Caulk is based on a styrenated-acrylic latex formula, which offers a combination of excellent
flexibility through its service life and excellent resistance to water. Like any acrylic caulk, it
will lose some flexibility at very low temperatures.
It is highly resistant to mechanical damage and damage caused by weather exposure,
including UV exposure. It can be used indoors or outdoors and can be painted with standard
latex paint. We can also tint the caulk to match your needs, with some limitations and
minimum quantities required.
It is a multi-purpose caulk and is typically used around doors, windows, ducts, or siding. It
has good adhesion to metal, wood, concrete, and a variety of other standard construction
materials. Because it is latex-based, it is economical and safe to use.

Product Information and Data
Standard Colors: Honey Pine, Cedar, Lt. Pine,
Spruce, Lt. Gray, and Dark Cedar
(Other colors available with minimum order
requirement)

Consistency: Heavy, no slumping paste

Drying Time:
To touch: 1 hour
Through: 24 hours
(Depending upon the thickness and environmental
conditions)

Weight:
11.5 lbs. per gallon
1 lb. per 10.2 oz. Cartridge
3 lb. per 30 oz. Cartridge

Coverage Information
225 linear ft/gal at1/2” bead
53 linear ft/per 30 oz. Tube @ 1/2” bead

pH: 8 – 9

Application Temperature Range:

Cleanup: water

40°F to 120°F
Do not apply if temperature will drop below 32°F before fully
cured.

Shelf Life:
At least 12 months when properly stored.

Percentage of Solids:
80% solids by weight
70% solids by volume

Visit us at www.chinking.com

This product contains no hazardous materials. In accordance with OSHA Standard 29 CFR 1910.12 (Right to Know Law) a Material Safety data Sheet is available
for this product and all Vimasco products.
Vimasco products are designed to meet the needs of specific situations. They are warranted to be effective for their intended uses only. Vimasco will
replace or refund the purchase price of any Vimasco product found by our laboratories to be defective, but that we assume no responsibility beyond the purchase price
of the materials. No representative of our Company, Distributor or Agent has any authority to change or extend this condition of sale.
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